SHD1

*The SHP Data Base.* Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. October 18, 1972. 6 pages. Description of initial plans for building a data base for SNOBOL history information.

SHD2

*Input to the SHP Data Base.* Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. October 18, 1972. 10 pages. Describes format of entries in the data base and use of macros.

SHD2a


SHD3


SHD4

*SHP Data Base Descriptors.* Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. October 20, 1972. 4 pages. Describes the use of descriptors in the SNOBOL History Project data base, intended to facilitate information retrieval. Contains preliminary list of descriptor categories and their possible values.

SHD4a


SHD5

*Processing the SHP Data Base.* Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. October 20, 1972. 19 pages. Description of initial efforts on processing the SHP data base. Describes a SNOBOL4 program called EXPAND that expands macros in the input text. Appendices include a listing of EXPAND, explanation of program symbols, and results of a typical run.

SHD6

*Macro Library for the SHP Data Base.* Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. November 6, 1972. 5 pages. Description of the preliminary macro library. Appendices include listings of macro replacement text and the library.

SHD6a


SHD7

*Character Sets and the SHP Data Base.* Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. October 27, 1972. 7 pages. Description of the various character sets related to preparing SHP information. Appendices include lists of character sets and equivalences.

SHD8

*Contributions to SHP.* Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. October 27, 1972. 2 pages. Record of contributions to the SNOBOL History Project. Lists first eight contributions.

SHD8a


SHD8b

*Contributions to SHP.* Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. June 22, 1975. 7 pages. Update of SHD8a to reflect new contributions.

SHD8c


SHD9

SNOBOL History Project Documents

- Description of system used for numbering SNOBOL documents. Appendix contains cross reference to corresponding SNOBOL History Project bibliography numbers.

**SHD9a**

**SHD10**
*Revised Approach to the SHP Data Base.* Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. January 17, 1973. 5 pages. Description of proposed new approach to the SHP data base, including brief description of programs to process the data base.

**SHD11**

**SHD11a**

**SHD11b**

**SHD11c**

**SHD11d**

**SHD12**
*Distribution of SNOBOL Material.* Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. July 3, 1975. 13 pages. Describes the procedures for distributing the SNOBOL4 system, documents, and programs.

**SHD12a**

**SHD13**
*The SHP Archive of Machine-Readable Material.* Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. February 16, 1976. 10 pages. Describes the form in which SNOBOL history material in machine-readable form is stored and maintained. Contains summary of holdings and support programs.

**SHD14**
*The SHP Bibliography System.* Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. February 22, 1976. 10 pages. Describes the system used for maintaining SNOBOL bibliography material. Contains listing of support programs.

**SHD15**

**SHD15a**
SNOBOL History Project Documents

SHD15b ●

SHD15c ●

SHD15d ●

SHD15e ●

SHD15f ●

SHD16 ●

SHD17 ●

SHD17a ●
Bibliography of Documents Related to the SNOBOL Programming Languages (Complete Sequential Listing). Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. May 12, 1979. 50 pages. Update of SHD17 to include new material.

SHD17b ●
Bibliography of Documents Related to the SNOBOL Programming Languages (Complete Sequential Listing). Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. September 17, 1979. 58 pages. Update of SHD17a to include new material.

SHD17c ●
Bibliography of Documents Related to the SNOBOL Programming Languages (Complete Sequential Listing). Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. September 1980. 39 pages. Update of SHD17b to include new material.

SHD17d ●
Bibliography of SNOBOL, SL5, Icon, and Related Languages (Complete Sequential Listing). Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. December 9, 1982. 64 pages. Update of SHD17c to include new material and documents related to SL5 and Icon.

SHD17e ●

SHD17f ●
SHD18  
*Production of SHP Bibliography Documents.* Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. September 1, 1981. 6 pages. Description of organization of machine-readable data for the SNOBOL bibliographies (SHD11, SHD17, S4D43, and a Computer Science technical report) and the method of maintaining it. Also includes instructions for generating the bibliographies.

SHD18a  

SHD19  